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SBP candidates speak up

A&E

Oscar night approaches
As Oscar night approaches,
critics and fans alike are honing
their predictions. If you still have
uncertainty about what will transpire, join me in looking forward
by looking back at 2008 in ﬁlm.

WORLD

Australia brushﬁres
“The deaths are just so catastrophic, it’s hard to even imagine the aftermath.”

OPINIONS

Flex that creativity
“My personal, unendorsed opinion is that this campus needs to
take a risk and pull a prank. A
big one.”

IN BRIEF
Making Literature

The English department is
hosting the “Making Literature”
conference on literature and
writing from Thursday, Feb. 19
to Saturday, Feb. 21.
Keynote speakers include
Gregory Wolfe, Writer in Residence at Seattle Paciﬁc University, and Valerie Sayers, professor of English at the University
of Notre Dame.
The conference will continue
with student sessions, workshops, a ﬁnal keynote address,
and a banquet featuring student
awards.

Payne’s Double Dip

Taylor’s men’s and women’s
basketball teams are both playing Indiana Wesleyan this Saturday, Feb. 21.
Attend both games for a
chance to win free ice cream
from Payne’s.
The women’s game will be at
1 p.m. in Odle Arena, and the
men’s game will be at 3 p.m. in
IWU’s Lucky Arena.

Four new
Student Body
President
candidates
step up to the
platform
By Bethany DuVal
Associate Editor

Three weeks into the student
body president’s (SBP) ﬁrst
term, Taylor is hearing new
campaign promises and staring
down lime green faces posted
around campus.
On Feb. 16, juniors Jordan Bolte, Nate Ringenberg,
Samuel Sanchez and sophomore Mike Henry ofﬁcially announced their bids for TSO’s
executive ofﬁce.
“I really felt called to run,”
Bolte said. The biblical literature major explained his
platform of campus community, corporate spirituality and
broadened perspectives to 26
students at an informational
meeting Tuesday night.
“There’s over 500 different
organizations on Taylor’s campus, and if you asked for a list
of 20, almost every student
couldn’t do that … It’s like we
have blinders on,” Bolte said.
Monthly town hall meetings
such as Tuesday’s are one way
Bolte plans to remove those
blinders. “We want to bring
the administration to the students.”
Among three of the candidates, increased communication is a unifying theme.
Ringenberg stands apart with
plans of ﬁnancial and relational stewardship.
“I think Taylor does a good
job of preparing us for the real
world, but I don’t know if they
do a good job preparing us to
use resources that God will
bless us with in the future,”

NateRingenberg

JordanBolte

SamuelSanchez

MikeHenry

Hometown: Apopka, FL
Year: Junior
Major: Sports Management &
Business Management
with Finance Minor
Slogan: A Time for Greatness

Hometown: Madison, AL
Year: Junior
Major: Biblical Literature
Slogan: What Defines You?

Hometown: Fort Wayne, IN
Year: Junior
Major: Pre-med Psychology
Slogan: Making Unity a
Reality

Hometown: Mechanicsburg, PA
Year: Sophomore
Major: Media Comm.
Slogan: You should know.
We should know.

Ringenberg said. “I just want
to get the students aware of basic budgeting and the beneﬁts
of saving.”
For Sanchez, the goal is to
generate fellowship with Upland and Gas City and get commuting students connected
with campus events and organizations. “We consider the
dorms … the primary part of
the student body, but in the
same sense off-campus students are also part of the student body and they would like
to be more involved.”
Henry’s campaign is all-encompassing with a focus on the
Internet.
“I’m running for SBP to
promote … the idea that you
should know what your student government is doing and
they should know what your
concerns are,” Henry said.
As SBP, Henry said he would
base his administration’s Web
site on his campaign’s. The
site features Henry’s personal
schedule, a list of complaints
and ideas being worked on and
a portal allowing students to
send questions directly from

Administration
weighs ﬁnancial
stewardship,
economic
pressures

Concluding a series of speakers discussing postmodernism
and the emergent church, author Brian McLaren will speak at
Taylor this week.
The author of “Generous
Orthodoxy” and “The Secret
Message of Jesus” will be lecturing on his most recent work,
“Everything Must Change” on
Wednesday, Feb. 25, at 8:15
p.m. in Rediger Auditorium.

By Sam Stevens
Staff Writer

S

tudents will see a 3.9
percent tuition increase
starting next year in
response to the economic situation.
President Eugene Habecker
made the announcement at a
meeting on Thursday with fac-

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY
30˚/ 22˚

SATURDAY
25˚/13˚

SUNDAY
24˚/12˚

PARTLY CLOUDY

dent perspective to the administrators.
Added to the SBP’s usual responsibilities is the welcoming
of up to 80 Fort Wayne students transferring in the fall.
Early in the week, Bolte sent an
e-mail inviting TUFW students
to get involved with his campaign and the campus at large.
Students can learn more
about the candidates by tuning in to WTUR at 89.7 FM for
“Getting To Know You” Interviews broadcast Friday and
Monday at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
WTUR will also broadcast the
SBP debates live.
“The student body president
plays a major representative
role, which most people would
understand, but I’m not sure

they know how broad it is,”
said Steve Austin, associate
dean and director of student
programs.
As candidates continue meeting with students and preparing for Monday’s primary debate, they will get a taste for
the communication and busy
schedule asked of the campus’s
top student leader. Meanwhile,
the heart of their message remains simple.
“Everyone talks about their
Taylor experience, being this …
wonderful thing,” Ringenberg
said. “I don’t know if I want to
change anything, but I want to
ensure that the student body as
a whole gets a great Taylor experience.”

2010: Tuition increase

Everything Must Change

PARTLY CLOUDY

the Web site.
Some students are concerned
that these good intentions will
be forgotten once a candidate
wins, and though all candidates
have plans for staying connected, former SBP Brent Maher
warns against depending on
big promises: “(My platform)
changed from when I was running to when I was in ofﬁce …
Now that I’ve been through
it, I’d say it’s irresponsible to
pick a vision and campaign so
strong on it before you have
your team to work with.”
The ofﬁcial job description of
an SBP includes a list of 17 duties, including the appointment
of executive cabinet members,
liaising with the Board of Directors and providing the stu-

ulty and staff.
He emphasized a commitment to increasing ﬁnancial aid
to the student population, and
assured faculty and staff that
program quality would not be
compromised in light of budget
concerns.
“This is the lowest percentage increase the board has
announced in more than 30
years,” he said. “But our highest
priorities, our commitments,
are to people and to students.”
Steve Mortland, dean of enrollment, outlined his plans for
increasing student recruitment
to Taylor. “The number of applicants is already the highest
it’s ever been,” he said.

Ben Sells, vice president for
university advancement, spoke
about the Taylor Fund, which
supports scholarships and budgets for Taylor. The numbers
for this fund are lower than expected, but they estimate that
Heritage Weekend, which includes activities like Grandparents Day, reunions and alumni
visits, will raise revenue for the
fund.
Habecker stated that he was
cautious but optimistic about
the budget for next year. “We
need to be sensitive to the economic times while being responsible stewards of God’s
resources,” he said.

Graduation ceremony moves to KSAC
Weather, large
graduating
class prompts
decision
By Benita Lee
Co-News Editor
and Hannah Beers
Co-News Editor

T

he graduating class
of 2009 will end their
year indoors, as this

year’s ceremony will take place
in the Kesler Student Activities
Center (KSAC).
Initial motivation for the
change was weather-related,
said Joyce Wood, associate vice
president for university relations and marketing.
“Each year we schedule it
outdoors, and many times we
have to move it inside,” Wood
explained. “It became increasingly more difﬁcult to host it
indoors in Odle, particularly
because ... the number of people who wanted to attend was
getting so high.”
The graduating class is un-

usually large, including a high
number of undergraduates
and the new graduate students
from the Masters in Higher Education (MAHE) program.
The ceremony is expected to
host around 3,500 to 4,000
people. Tickets are not being
sold this year, as ﬁrecode considerations do not apply to the
new location.
The new location will be
evaluated on a trial basis, and
if deemed a success, the switch
will be permanent.
“It’s really a much better way
to host what we would consider
a signature event,” Wood said,

adding that the new location
will be a much more accessible
and suitable space for those
with special needs. The KSAC
has parking lots and seating
near the doors reserved for the
handicapped. This change also
eliminates last minute decisions that the administration
has had to plan for in the past,
like an additional indoor event
in case of bad weather.
Preparations can be completed in time for the rehearsal,
so everyone will be able to run
through the ceremony a day
before the event.
“It’s helpful for those who are

planning and those who are
participating, to know that the
ceremony is going to be in one
location,” Wood said. “We’re
interested in really making it a
good experience for everyone
who’s coming.”
Taylor’s traditional “faculty
tunnel,” during which the faculty line up to form a “tunnel” that the graduates walk
through, will be continued indoors this year for all guests to
witness.
The graduation ceremony
will take place on Saturday,
May 23 at 10 a.m.
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A long-awaited Parnassus release party
By Mandolyn Hecox
Contributor
The lounge of the Kesler Student
Activities Center was ﬁlled Thursday
night for the release of Parnassus,
Taylor’s art and literary journal. This
year’s theme for Parnassus was “Out
of Water,” and was represented by the
goldﬁsh on the journal’s cover and the
seashells on the tables.
“I have loved getting to be a part of
Parnassus,” junior Valerie Prescott
said, “and I think it’s really cool that
Taylor does something like this.”
Prescott, a Biblical literature major,
took home ﬁrst place for her prose
piece, “The Hour of Lead.” Her piece is
about the grieving process of a father
who loses his 3-year-old son. Prescott
used a real life experience of her cousin drowning at a young age as inspiration for her ﬁctional story. She also
presented her winning piece Thursday
morning to the “Making Literature”
conference held on campus.
The direction and guidance for Parnassus was provided by Aaron Housholder, instructor of English.
Housholder said the students’ work
ethic was inspirational.

“It’s such an applied practice, they
really engaged it and did the work.
And it was fun to watch students really
take something on in a way that maybe
in regular classes we don’t do,” Housholder said.
The piece that received ﬁrst place in
the art category was “Balloon Man,” by
junior Lindsey Buchanan. She created
it during the summer, using paint,
masking tape and string.
“It was supposed to be sort of dreamlike and imaginative,” Buchanan said.
Catherine Barnett, a senior English
education major, won ﬁrst place in
poetry with a piece titled, “Eucharist.”
She was inspired by the experience
of partaking communion in different
places of worship around the world
when participating in Taylor’s Ireland
and Oxford programs.
Junior Kelsey Warren, an English
literature major, is the editor of Parnassus for the second year in a row.
“It’s nice reading the pieces and getting to know people on campus,” Warren said. Her favorite part of the process is “the ﬁnished project.”
She estimates having put in over 800
hours throughout the process, which
translates to almost four straight
weeks of work.

Walking a mile
for the homeless

“This year, I got probably 30 percent of the submissions in the last six
hours,” Warren said.
This year’s Parnassus has 135 pages
full of art, poetry, prose and information about the over 50 authors. While
300 copies were available last year, a
new record was made with this year’s
order of 500. Warren explained that
the increase in copies was due to both
high demand and the hopes that attendees of the “Making Literature”
conference being held this week would
also take a copy.
Parnassus celebrated its 50th anniversary a few years ago, though it
has not been published every year. All
ﬁrst place winners this year received
$50, and honorable mentions were
presented with small boxes of goldﬁsh
crackers, keeping in line with the “Out
of Water” theme.
“It’s been great to be able to share all
of this creative work from the students
with the student body,” said junior
Cara Strickland, a member of Parnassus staff. “It’s been a work in progress
over the last few months ... We have
tried to give an accurate representation of some of the amazing amounts
of talent that are on our campus.”

Q&A with Rachel Sparks
The founder of
“The SOLD Project”
shares her stories
By Elena Forsythe
Staff Writer
Describe the SOLD Project for
someone who might not know
about it:
The SOLD project is a grassroots
organization dedicated to telling the
story of children caught in child prostitution.
What initially led you to pursue
the problem of child prostitution
in Thailand?
My heart began to break about what’s
happening to children being forced to
sell their bodies. I just think it’s one
of the most horriﬁc things you can do
to a child. ... Through my research, I
learned that Thailand is a major hub
of sex tourism, child prostitution being
very prevalent there. This is a global issue. It’s happening all over the world,
it’s happening in Indiana. But we chose
(to focus on) Thailand because of how
prevalent it is there.

Timmy Huynh

It was an atypical Valentine’s Day for the hundreds of volunteers who
participated in the annual “Walk a Mile in My Shoes” through downtown Marion, Ind. Aided by coffee and hot chocolate, walkers braved
the cold to raise support and awareness for the local homeless.
The efforts of the Grant County Rescue Mission, along with a record number of participants, made the walk a success. Approximately
$19,000 was raised for the homeless, up from $17,000 last year.

How do volunteers and concerned individuals get involved?
I was 23 when I started learning
about this issue and wanted to ﬁnd a
place for someone who just wanted
to volunteer. ... A lot of people ask us,
“What can I do?” We like to turn that
around and ask, “What can you give?
What types of skills, resources, networks, do you have to help with this
cause?” We’ve had people get really
creative with how they get involved.

Katy Andres

Rachel Sparks is interviewed by senior Megumi Johnston for MC7.
How have you incorporated storytelling into your organization?
Stories are powerful. We all have
a story. Facts and statistics can only
get you so far, and it’s all kind of head
knowledge. But when you really relate
to someone because you understand
the humanity of something, that’s
where people want to give. That’s why
we decided to make a ﬁlm, so we could
tell the stories of these children. We
didn’t want a lot of experts.
What was your role in the production and development of
SOLD?
I was producer. I didn’t go to ﬁlm
school, so I didn’t know how to make
ﬁlms, but I grew up around ﬁlm. ... I
had a good appreciation for the role

of, say, color or sound in a ﬁlm. Now
I have a great appreciation for everything that goes into it.
What’s a story you will never
forget after interacting with these
children?
I spent a lot of time with children
who were in recover after what happened to them. Those stories devastated me. ... One child in particular has
kind of become the face of the SOLD
project. I just remember thinking, “I
will do anything for her.” I knew that
her fate would be prostitution if her
situation didn’t change. So we set up
a scholarship fund, and that’s kind
of the heartbeat of the SOLD project.
Since we met Kat we have 75 children
in her village sponsored.
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Bushﬁres ravage southeast Australia
Death count
continues to rise
By Chris Anderson
Contributor
Australia recently experienced extensive wildﬁres that rank as one of the
most deadly natural disasters the country has ever suffered.
Australia, which is now in its summer months, is seeing higher than normal temperatures and very little rain,
resulting in widespread drought. This
drought, accompanied by strong desert
winds, caused multiple brush ﬁres to ignite on Feb. 7 in the southeastern states
of New South Wales and Victoria, the
two most populous states of Australia.
At one point, the number of separate
ﬁres in New South Wales reached 50,
with even more in Victoria.
The most recent data conﬁrms that
there are at least 208 deaths, but one
estimate claims that by the time all of
the brush ﬁres are put out, the death
toll will reach about 300. Senior Hannah Bottrell, who is from western Australia, said, “the deaths are just so catastrophic, it’s hard to even imagine the
aftermath.”
With so many people trapped or simply missing, it will take weeks for rescuers to sort through all the rubble and
come up with a more accurate death
toll.
In addition, it is estimated that the
ﬁres have destroyed some 902,000
acres of land, about 1,800 homes, and
have injured about 500 people. To
make things worse, there is widespread
looting, and a few people have even

been arrested for starting some of the
ﬁres and restarting others that had already been extinguished, an act which
Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd
asserts is “mass murder.”
“It’s hard to understand why someone
would do that in a place where ﬁre can
cause so much damage,” Bottrell said.
There have been two comparable
brush ﬁres in the past. In 1939, in the
state of Victoria, 71 people were killed
by ﬁres on a day which is now recognized in Australia as “Black Friday.” In
1983, the “Ash Wednesday” ﬁres took
the lives of 75 people, also in the state
of Victoria.
However, these are certainly the worst
ﬁres in Australia’s history. Some towns
have been almost completely wiped out,
such as Kinglake and Maryville, where
at least 100 of the town’s 500 residents
were killed as a result of the ﬁres.
Though her family and home have
not been directly affected by these ﬁres,
Bottrell has still been following the
news closely. She said, “Bush ﬁres are
one of the biggest problems we have in
Australia; we’ve been having some seriously debilitating droughts and that,
coupled with 47 degree (117 degrees
Fahrenheit) temperatures and ﬁerce
winds, made the southeast terribly
dry and unbelievably vulnerable to the
slightest spark.”
In the past, the local authorities used
controlled ﬁres in order to prevent
these types of incidents, though many
areas had stopped doing this because
of the massive amount of pollution and
haze it created in nearby towns.
Cooler temperatures the past few days
have helped the ﬁreﬁghters’ efforts in
extinguishing the ﬁres. Countries such

as France, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand and the United States
have offered to send aid to help the injured and displaced.
Though the full extent of the damage
and loss of life is not yet known, the
Australian government has promised
to work hand-in-hand to help the victims rebuild their lives, even offering to
pay for the funerals of the victims in the

state of Victoria. Prime Minister Rudd
declared this past Sunday a national
day of mourning, and he has reassured
the victims that their communities will
be rebuilt in spite of this great tragedy.
Bottrell said, “There’s just this feeling of communal mourning, a common sadness, even half way across the
world. I can’t help but feel affected by
this national tragedy.”

“Great is the guilt of an unnecessary war.”
- John Adams

Wheaton grad released

Per Bjorklund

Philip Rizk holds up a sign protesting Egypt’s policy of shutting the border
between Gaza and Egypt.

Protester arrested
over Gaza protest
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor
A Wheaton college alum is safe at
home this week after spending four
days imprisoned by Egyptian authorities for attending a rally protesting the
Israeli embargo on Gaza.
Philip Rizk, who has German and
Egyptian citizenship, was taken away in
a van from the protest by Egyptian authorities. Egypt has been increasingly
sensitive to criticism of their policy of
refusing to fully open the border between Egypt and Gaza, which cuts off
valuable supplies to Gaza.
Israel launched an offensive against
Gaza in December to stop Hamas militants from ﬁring rockets. In the offensive, over a thousand Palestinians and
13 Israelis were killed. A fragile ceaseﬁre is now in effect.
Rizk was released by authorities last
week on Wednesday. He said he was
“blindfolded, barefoot and handcuffed
almost at all times. When I arrived, they
told me to forget my name; I was now
number 21.”
According to Rizk, Egyptian authorities interrogated him about his connections with protesters and his involvement with protests. He said, “The
psychological pressure was intense,
though at no point was I physically
harmed.”
International pressure and media
coverage helped Rizk be released in a
relatively short amount of time. The
German Foreign Ministry addressed

Egyptian authorities several times
about the situation. Students from
around the world also used Facebook
and other Internet resources to raise
awareness of Rizk’s situation.
Rizk was doing graduate work at the
American University in Cairo. He has
ties to the Middle East Studies Program
(MESP) offered through the Christian
College Consortium’s Best Semester
program.
Junior Mary K. Smith, who is studying
in Cairo this semester, said, “Philip is a
longtime friend of our program here,
and normally he would have addressed
our group as a whole, but he will not be
speaking to us because we don’t want to
further jeopardize his safety.”
However, the group’s travel plans
have not been altered by the arrest.
Smith said, “From what I gather,
protests and riots are not an uncommon occurrence here, whether they are
concerning the Gaza conﬂict or simply
ﬁghting to get enough government subsidized bread each day.”
Staff members of the MESP have given students very speciﬁc instructions
to stay away from protests. Smith said,
“We are not to be near them or involved
in them. As evidenced by Philip’s arrest,
the police think nothing of arresting
those involved with these protests.”
The subject of the Israeli-Palestinian
conﬂict ﬂares up emotions across the
Middle East. Smith said Egyptians have
a deep-rooted empathy for the Palestinians because they are part of the Muslim faith.
As for students who are a part of the
Middle East Studies Program, they continue to tread lightly in a land that is a
hot-bed of political emotion.

More challenges for U.S. troops
Afghanistan- Kyrgyzstan has decided to close a key U.S.
air base that is a staging ground for troops entering Afghanistan.
Kidnapped Italian nuns set free
Kenya- Two nuns kidnapped three months ago and then
held in neighboring Somalia have been set free by their
captors. The two women were kidnapped while working
for a relief program.
Rebels attack presidential palace
Equatorial Guinea- On Tuesday, militia attacked the presidential residence of President Teodoro Obiang Nguema.
16 people have been arrested over the attack.
Sudan army denies attack
Sudan- Sudan’s most active rebel group claims that the
Sudan military launched air raids on Wednesday a day
after the army signed a goodwill agreement with the
rebel group. The military has denied involvement in the
attacks and blames another faction.

WORLD

Hamas sends Obama letter
Gaza Strip- The Palestinian liberation group Hamas has
sent a letter addressed to President Obama via a U.S.
politician visiting Gaza. John Kerry and congressmen
Brian Baird and Keith Ellison visited Gaza this week.
China and Venezuela increase cooperation
Venezuela- China and Venezuela have agreed to increase
economic ties. China plans to raise its oil imports from
Venezuela to one million barrels a day by 2015.
Trial of Iraqi show thrower adjourned
Iraq- The trial of the man who threw his shoes at President Bush has been delayed until March. The man is
charged with assaulting a foreign leader and could face
a sentence up to 15 years.
Journalist killed at peace rally
Pakistan- A journalist covering the deal to bring Sharia
law instead of Taliban rule to a region in Pakistan was
killed on Wednesday. The journalist was kidnapped by
armed men and taken from the peace rally.
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Just the tip of the Berg.
Do you like the pun we made?
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“DID YOU KNOW”

about Bergwall???

By Blake & Rachel
Life & Times Co-Editors

Bergwall Hall, built in 1989, is one of the newest and nicest residence
halls on campus ... especially with this year’s addition of the “Bergwall
Covered Bridge” (which is proving to be quite a boon* for Indiana winters). We all know “it’s nice,” but we decided there was more beneath
the A/C and sweet bathrooms. After a jaunt over to the University Archives, we discovered we were right. Here’s a list of things about Bergwall Hall that you probably didn’t know.
- While Berg was being built, there was an influx in student enrollment, so the university was forced to find temporary housing. There
were 91 students who lived in 13 modular units behind Odle. These
students had first dibs on Bergwall, once it was completed. However,
the “West Village” did not go away when Bergwall was completed, due
to the continued increase in student housing. (Haak, anyone?)
- Berg was the first dorm to have A/C. (Revolutionary ...)
- Berg was named after a former Taylor president – Evan Bergwall.
(We’re wondering when Habecker Hall will be built. A secret part of
2016, perhaps?)
- Berg was “designed for the students.” It was “state of the art” architecture in 1989. (We think it kind of looks like a big red box...)
- Berg serves as a “natural disaster hub” for campus ... It’s equipped
with a back-up generator and serves as a campus-wide shelter in the
event of a tornado or other emergency.
- Berg has a fire alarm system that the 1990 yearbook said was “like
one of the computers in ‘WarGames.’”
- Berg is the only residence hall on campus that has a basement.
- Berg was built by the same company that built Olson, Wengatz,
English, Nussbaum, Reade, and the president’s home. (Moderately interesting?)
- The 2005-2006 school year was the first and only year that 1st Berg
was a girl’s floor. (Fail ...)
*Your vocab word for the day. Look it up! (Seriously ...)

Who the heck lives in Bergwall?
By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

B

efore you proceed with the reading of this article, please understand that everything said in the following paragraphs is purely for enjoyment and is not
intended to offend anyone. I realize that most people take pride in their dormitories, but I believe there's a line to be drawn – you can't take anything too seriously. For this article, I have tried to portray an accurate account of what I've witnessed
within the walls of Bergwall Hall for the past three years, but with a spin. Should you find
anything incorrect trapped among the following words, please send your complaints to
andrewneel@gmail.com. Thank you, and enjoy.
Bergwall is a funny place. I mean, honestly, there's no other way to describe it. You'd think
that the largest co-ed dorm on campus would be sort of a "rowdy" place – or at least we'd
have Campus Police on speed dial. But when you get to know the different aspects of each
floor in the "dorm-which-must-not-be-named," you begin to see the incredible mixture of
several different types of people dwelling therein. So, in order not to pick on any one floor
directly, I've decided to give you a broad overview of the general public within Berg.
Type 1: The Athlete. This person is virtually invisible. Most of them contain ridiculous
speed and agility and have the tendency to scale walls or put their shoulders down and run
in order to avoid making eye contact. If you happen to catch one of these illustrious creatures unaware and force them into some type of conversation, you might be able to find out
that they're doing "all right" and, on a sunny day, "pretty good." These incredibly talented
individuals also enjoy watching SPORTS! on the BIG SCREEN TV! in our lobby. Traveling
in packs, the Berg athletes enjoy visiting friends who live off campus and making Wal-Mart
runs.
Type 2: The Computer Science Major. Slightly more conversational than the athlete, the
"CSM" is a flesh-and-blood Wikipedia for computer problems. Known for their ability to
read, write and speak binary, they have been known to speak directly with computers in order to diagnose them. They're the IT's Dr. Doolittles. Most CSMs enjoy wearing khakis and
polo shirts, and have the tendency to pwn Warcraft n00bs on a regular basis. Some CSMs
work undercover, posing as "computer science/new media" majors, where their objective is
to run recon missions and report their findings to lifehacker.com. Every CSM is sponsored
by Mountain Dew.
Type 3: The Slightly-More-Than-Awkward Person. Specializing in making conversationstopping comments, the "SMTAP" is a professional at creeping, lurking, gallivanting, and

being an all-around schmuck. Many different people are lumped into this category to save
time and space, but they all have one thing in common: They always seem to just ... appear.
Possessing immaculate skill in bizarre areas (such as selling products online, video games
or DDR) the SMTAP is a cultural phenomenon. Often given nicknames (sometimes unknown to them), they contain a particular strand of DNA that skews their moral compass –
some call it a disease, some call it Napoleon Syndrome. The SMTAPs are – very, very, deep
down – sweet and harmless.
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Type 4: The Female. Manifesting in all sorts of shapes, sizes and colors, the duplicitous female fills the top half of the Bergwall community. Largely enjoying the company
of MEN and SPORTS, the female has been spotted hanging around the BIG SCREEN TV!
and FRONT DESK! in our lobby. Often with two or three of her counterparts, the female
enjoys poking fun at the MEN and their abilities (or lack thereof), often challenging them
to duels, cage-matches, handwriting contests, screen-printing races, and Bloody Knuckles.
Often finding no worthy opponents, the Bergwall female stands in her glory. Upon the rare
instance of finding a worthy adversary, she commits to dating him.
Type 5: The Average Joe/Jane. Often a product of his/her surroundings, the Average
Joe/Joe is a blend of everyone he/she lives with. Adapting traits from roommates, floor
mates, cellmates – there's a lot you don't know about Berg – the "AJ" has the ability to relate
to anyone, anywhere. Often found between the Well and the DC, AJs make for good conversationalists, pranksters and coordinators. Some AJs are friendly, some are not. Often found
reading textbooks, playing video games, strumming a guitar (NEVER a bass), and giving
advice, the AJ is generally likable – if they want to be.

Transforming

Type 6: The Lounge Lizard. Often thought of (mostly by themselves) as the "popular kids"
in Bergwall, they only know and hang out with each other. Mostly found leaning against the
FRONT DESK! and sitting in couches, chairs and corners, Lounge Lizards are notoriously present on the Bergwall Skyway. Some lure unsuspecting "prospectives" onto couches,
dimly lit by blanket-covered fire hazards. From there, anything from movies to "moving"
can occur. It's important to note that true Lounge Lizards will make eye contact with you,
but are forbidden to smile, nod or make any sort of friendly gesture in your general direction – it's a part of the Lounge Lizard Code of 1987 that helps restrict unwanted access to
"relationship time" with their "special friends."
That's a basic, blanket overview of the innards of Bergwall. It's also important to note that
there are people that fit into all and none of these categories. But don't take my word for it.
I dare you to visit.

"I chose to pursue my masters at Grace because of the Prayer in Counseling class.

Berg just wants to have fun

I was very impressed with a school that put special emphasis on prayer. I have

By Brent Clouse
Contributor

Even more important, by example, my teachers have shown how well Jesus has

E

ver notice that weird, windowed hallway leading out the back of the DC? Ever
wonder where the heck it leads to? And what could possibly be on the other side?
Well, if ever you are feeling bold enough – possibly out of curiosity, or just plain
confusion – journey down this tantalizing tunnel and explore the majesty that is
Bergwall Hall (provided that it is during the proper open house hours, of course).
Okay. While that may be a bit overdramatic for an introduction, much can be said for this
large rectangular-shaped building that has now found itself magically adjoined to the Dining Commons.
“I would say that the bigger rooms, individual bathrooms and the skyway are just perks
to living in Bergwall,” said junior Kelly Waterman, who has lived on Third Berg since her
freshman year. “The best part is the community that we have here.”
The sense of community is undoubtedly fueled by the strong friendships connecting Bergwall’s four floors. Numerous traditions ranging from casual get-togethers to the slightly
bizarre occur throughout the year to promote fellowship.
“Bergwalliday is a holiday we made up for an excuse to play games, cookout and have

concerts,” said junior Brent Fannin. “We plan to celebrate Bergwalliday this May down by
Taylor Lake so we all can hang out one last time before summer.”
“Third Berg has a tradition called Creeper Night,” Waterman explained. “We dress in all
black and head over to the Habeckers’. We then peer into the windows and the first person
to spot a mug not on a coaster wins a stealth sticker. We repeat this with different objects at
the Gruendykes’, Morleys’, and the Trudeaus’. The person with the most stickers at the end
of the night becomes the supreme dictator of the floor.”
Sophomore Amy Wilson revealed some interesting facts about the girls on Third Berg that
not everyone might know.
“Our floor in particular loves sports, so you can often find us outside after a big rainstorm
playing mud football or soccer,” Wilson said. “The girls on our floor love playing around
outside. We do have some other traditions as a floor, but I can’t reveal them.”
What might be the most interesting news about Bergwall Hall is the addition of its youngest resident. Lucy Drake, the child of Jacob Drake, Bergwall hall director, and his wife Whitney, is the object of admiration and competition among the Bergwall girls.
“We love having baby Lucy in the dorm,” Wilson said. “The girls especially love that Bergwall has a baby, and we are all fighting over who gets to watch her first.”
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learned much about counseling, but I feel that I have learned much about myself.
enabled them to love others. I thank God for directing me to this program.”
Becky Stetson, Student
Graduate Department of Counseling and Interpersonal Relations

t M.A. in Counseling
t M.A. in Interpersonal Relations
t Scripturally based
t Focused on each student’s personal &
spiritual growth

CACREP Accreditation The Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP), a
specialized accrediting body, recognized by the Council for Higher Education (CHEA), has granted accreditation for
the M.A. in Counseling Degree in Mental Health Counseling at Grace College.

Web site: www. grace.edu
E-mail: macslg@grace.edu
Telephone: 866.974.7223
200 Seminary Drive,
Winona Lake, Indiana 46590
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The films of 2008 through the Oscars’ eyes
By Andrew Neel | Co-Editor-in-Chief
Whether you’re a fan of men
who age backwards, children
from Mumbai or Richard Nixon,
Sunday’s 81st Annual Academy
Awards has something for everyone.
As Oscar night approaches,
critics and fans alike are honing
their predictions. Professional
and amateur film aficionados
from across the world are canvassing Variety, Entertainment
Weekly and IMDB.com to locate
the “buzz” they need to answer
their lingering questions.
Will the most-nominated film,
“The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button,” win a single Oscar? Will
anything stop “Slumdog Millionaire” from its award-season
domination? Will Frank Langella
show up to the show as Nixon?
The answers: Probably not, No
and I hope so.
If you still have uncertainty
about what will transpire Sunday
night, join me in looking forward
by looking back at 2008 in film.
10. “Pineapple Express” *
Seth Rogen (“Knocked Up”)
and James Franco (“Spider-Man”
series) pair up in one of the most
unique buddy action/comedy
films ever created. Franco’s portrayal of the undeniably lovable
Saul Silver is the highlight of
this movie. Add in the hilarious
Danny McBride, a strong dose
of over-the-top gunplay and a
cloud of drug-induced laughter
and you’ve got a healthy dose of
“Pineapple Express.”
9. “Frost/Nixon” *
Everyone thinks they know
something about Richard Nixon,
one of the most controversial political figures in modern history.
Everyone has an opinion on the
man behind the Watergate Scandal. Everyone needs to see Frank
Langella in “Frost/Nixon.”
Langella’s Oscar-nominated depiction of post-resignation Nixon

is unflinchingly honest and open.
The veteran actor ’s ability to put
a sympathetic face on this complex individual was mesmerizing.
8. “Burn After Reading” *
The Coen brothers know
comedy. The Academy Awardwinning duo have a knack for inserting humor in violent, chaotic
situations (see “Fargo”). “Burn
After Reading” presents another
example of the brothers’ unique
brand of comedy. The all-star
cast of George Clooney, Frances
McDormand, John Malkovich
and Brad Pitt stumble around in
violence and intrigue after the accidental discovery of a disk with
CIA information sets off a chain
reaction with unforeseen consquenences.
7. “Doubt”
With a powerhouse cast of
Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour
Hoffman and Amy Adams (20
Oscar nominations between the
three), “Doubt” was guaranteed
to get critical buzz from the moment the casting was finalized.
Add Best Supporting Actress contender Viola Davis to the mix, and
the movie delievers what the cast
promises: amazingly rich acting
performances and a compelling
piece of cinema.
6. “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s short story
about a man who ages backwards
has been transformed from a brief
narrative to a 160-minute epic.
I’m going to borrow from a number of other critics in saying this
film is a counterpart to “Forrest
Gump” – both in its primary focus on one man and in it its massive scope. While the film does
suffer from its length – it feels
every bit like a 160-minute movie
– director David Fincher has done
a tremendous job of keeping audiences interested till the end.

5. “Milk” *
Politics aside, this is one of the
best biopics I’ve ever seen. Sean
Penn’s depiction of gay rights activist Harvey Milk is both unsettling and inspiring. It’s unsettling
because he unflinchingly portrays
both the positive and negative
aspects of Milk’s life, and it’s
inspiring because of the energy
Penn injects into the role of the
first openly gay man elected to
public office. With director Gus
Van Sant overseeing Penn and fellow Oscar-nominee Josh Brolin’s
powerful performances, “Milk” is
a gripping, well-written and brilliantly acted film.
4. “The Wrestler” *
Darren Aronofsky needs to
get an Oscar nomination for Best
Director. He should have received
one for the perfectly-produced
and emotionally-wrenching antidrug film “Requiem for a Dream,”
and he further bolstered his
directorial resume in 2008 with
“The Wrestler.” This film features
a resurgent Mickey Rourke as
Randy “The Ram” Robinson, a
wrestler who is far past his prime
but still holding on to his glory
days. As Rourke said in his Best
Actor acceptance speech at the
Golden Globes, Aronofsky is one
of the most talented and underappreciated directors in the industry
today. If films like “Requiem for a
Dream” and “The Wrestler” don’t
get him recognition from the
Academy, I’m not sure what will.
3. “Slumdog Millionaire” *
Go see this movie. If you already have, yell at your friends
who haven’t seen it yet and make
them feel inferior for their lack
of taste. “Slumdog Millionaire”
is visually stunning, emotionally
jarring and unexpectedly charming. It will win Best Picture and
Danny Boyle will win Best Director. Those aren’t bold predictions;
everyone knows it’s going to hap-

Best Picture
“Slumdog Millionaire”
Best Actor
Sean Penn – “Milk”

pen. The story surrounding the
film’s release is – like the movie’s
protagonist Jamal K. Malik,
played by acting newcomer Dev
Patel – the tale of an underdog.
2. “The Dark Knight”
Remember what I said about
Aronosfsky? Yeah, the same is
true for Christopher Nolan. The
director of “The Dark Knight,”
“Batman Begins” and “Memento”
should be an Oscar-nominated
director. Most (or all) of you
reading this have already seen
“The Dark Knight,” so I’m not
going to gush about something
everyone already loves anyway.
I’ll just say this: “The Reader”
received a Best Picture nomination; “The Dark Knight” didn’t.
Ten years from now, people will
still be talking about TDK, but I
doubt the same will be true for
the “Kate Winslet is a Nazi who
sleeps with a 15-year-old boy”
film. Thanks for ruining the Oscars, Harvey Weinstein.
1. “WALL-E”
... you hear that? That’s the
first 30 minutes of “WALL-E,” a
completely dialogue-free opening that captivated viewers of all
ages with director and co-writer
Andrew Stanton’s engaging introdution of everyone’s favorite
trash-compacting robot: WALL-E.
Stanton put on a character-development clinic with “WALL-E,” as
the earth-cleaning bot’s personality is shown through everything
from his penchant for musicals to
his affinity for collecting sporks.
Add in space travel, robot romance and a brilliant score, and
it’s easy to see why “WALL-E”
was named to more than 100
critical top-ten lists last year.
Pixar, already known for telling
superb stories, raised the bar with
“WALL-E,” the best animated
science-fiction chick flick of all
time and the best movie of 2008.

*These films are rated “R” and contain objectionable material. Please consult MPAA ratings for further information on film’s content.

Best Actress
Kate Winslet – “The Reader”
Best Supporting Actor
Heath Ledger – “The Dark Knight”
Best Supporting Actress
Viola Davis – “Doubt”
Best Director
Danny Boyle – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Best Animated Film
“WALL-E”
Best Foreign Film
“Waltz With Bashir”
Best Original Screenplay
“Milk”
Best Adapted Screenplay
“Slumdog Millionaire”
Art Direction
“The Dark Knight”
Cinematography
“The Dark Knight”
Documentary
“Man on Wire”
Film Editing
“The Dark Knight”
Makeup
“The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
Original Song
“Jai Ho” – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Visual Effects
“The Dark Knight”
-By Andrew Neel (Co-Editor in Chief) and
Josh Porter (A&E Editor Emeritus: associatedcontent.com/joshporter)

Don’t

Forget!
Submit your Oscar picks
to echo@taylor.edu by
Saturday at midnight for
your chance to win a $20
Kerosotes gift card!

MUSIC

MOVIES

MUSIC

MySpace Band of the Week
PlayRadioPlay!

The Crucible
Taylor Theatre

Joy Ike
Good Morning

Dan Hunter is an atheist. Raised in a Christian
home, the 19-year-old do-it-yourself musician has been questioning and searching for
answers his entire life. His music reflects his
search with spacey guitars and synths, distant
drums and melodramatic vocals. Blending a
mix of electronica (reminiscent of Hellogoodbye, The Postal Service) and indie-powerpop
(Metro Station, The Rocket Summer), he creates a certain mood by infusing his questions
about life and love with infectious melodies.
Songs like, “Loco Commotion” ask why life has
to be so confusing: “I have myself with these
conflicting emotions/I’m on the brink of finding commotion.” Hunter’s questions mature as
his music does, and you can read his in-depth
and frequently-updated blog at
myspace.com/playradioplay.

Witch hunts never looked so good.
“The Crucible,” Arthur Miller’s chilling play
about the Salem witch trials, premiered in
1953, but it still maintains its relevance and
poignancy in the Taylor University Theatre’s latest production. Any of the production’s weaknesses – a few technical glitches and poorlyperformed ancillary characters – are quickly
overshadowed by the weight of the play’s
content and the gravitas of the lead actor.
The daunting role of protagonist John Proctor is portrayed passionately and convincingly
by senior Thomas Nicol. While Nicol’s performance and Miller’s script are reason enough
to go to the play, the acting displays by theatre
veteran Jonathan Friday (as Reverend John
Hale) and freshman Tim Davis (as Deputy Governor Thomas Danforth) bring a powerful and
captivating air to the stage that makes the play
a must-see. Tickets are still available.

Joy Ike made it her mission with her album, Good Morning, to
reach those who thought they could not be reached by grace.
Her goal was to go beyond the physical boundaries of the
Church to reach who those need the message of love. Her
unique voice and talent for mixing instruments creates a fresh
music style. When asked to classify said style, she resisted,
but then decided it was closest to soul, jazz, and indie. In
addition to her musical style, Ike’s simple diction addresses
the human struggle with a pure perspective. This allows her
to achieve her goals and relate to her listeners. The track
“Strongman” deals with a struggle that is fighting a hard fight
against the speaker’s attempts to overcome. By the end of
the chorus the speaker is fighting back stronger believing that
the strongman can be beaten. All of Ike’s songs have a strong
central message. Her careful word-choice and creative technique makes her music strong both lyrically and instrumentally.

Josh Kennedy

Andrew Neel

Sammi Deem
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Achieving the vision
By Andrew Neel &
Steve Etheridge
Accumulating, shared frustrations towards the way our campus
community practices accountability are prompting us to write this
article.
When faith and learning are intertwined, the boundaries between
the two can be difficult to discern.
Oftentimes we feel led to hold
each other accountable before assessing our reasons for doing so.
For instance: You learn that a
student athlete has been caught
drinking on multiple occasions,
yet he still maintains his athletic
scholarship.
Most likely this frustrates you because A) your grades and behavior
have been impeccable but you are
given little scholarship money, B)
you’re pessimistic about our athletic programs, or C) you feel broken rules should be accompanied
with real consequence.
However, we rarely take into consideration that student’s past, their
reasons for breaking the rules, or
the corrective capacity of repentance. While the covenants we sign
hold us to higher standards of integrity, they do not mandate perfection.

“When faith

and learning are
intertwined, the
boundaries between
the two can be
difficult to discern.”
And so we find ourselves walking
these fine lines between accountability and anger, love and resentment.
We lose sight of grace.
And by doing so, we are denying
growth to our brothers and sisters,
and selfishly indulging ourselves
by discussing our peers’ struggles,
contrary to the Spirit’s calling.
This environment should foster
both openness and acceptance;
the desire to be honest followed by
the forgiveness we’re to give and
receive. That’s what accountability needs to look like in a biblicalbased covenant community.
And for our community to more
effectively meet this need, there
needs to be trust on all levels, no
matter how high or low.
This kind of communal trust has
to be built on transparency. That
means students have to be open
and honest with each other and
with administrators. That also
means this communication has to
be reciprocated by the administration.
We care about Taylor University.
As caring, concerned, interested
students, we’d like to know how
the University is doing and what
direction it’s headed in.
For example, we believe students
desire a more intricate conception
of projected spending for Vision
2016.

The nation shared frustration
this past weekend when details of
the economic stimulus plan were
spared until just hours before the
vote. Our frustrations are similar
in that we want details. We understand the big ideas of the plan, but
it would be helpful for us to see
where the little dollars are going.
This is not an accusation of fault,
but an invitation for administration
to reach out to the average student
who doesn’t have the resources or
time to seek out these details and
who would not feel comfortable
appealing to high levels of administration to discover this or similar
information.
Perhaps we, as student leaders,
should be more active in asking
these types of questions to administrators, and perhaps the administration should present more opportunities for these questions to
be asked.
An accountable community of
believers cannot be one of “us and
them.” Here, more than anywhere
else, there should be less of a student body and more of a Body.
In 1 Corinthians 12:14, 21-22, the
need for holistic community within
Christianity is addressed. Like every part of the body, the students
and the administration are both
indispensable, and each should be
treated as such.
The administration has the incredible responsibility of guiding
us and using our money in a way
befitting not only academic excellence but the tenets of our faith.
As students, we are responsible
to encourage them and share our
concerns. While tactless criticism
is easy, it is also destructive. Therefore it is essential for us to communicate frustration in a respectful
way to the administration.
Accessibility should be taken into
consideration, though. Whatever
available channels there are for
open discussion between students
and administration are unclear to
most, including this staff, which has
more administrative accessibility
than the average involved student.
A regular cooperative forum of
interaction between students and
administration--perhaps in the
Recital Hall on a monthly basis-would dramatically improve the
climate of understanding between
both groups.
That’s all we’re asking for: accountability in a community that
endorses it. This atmosphere would
further foster deeper relationships,
fellowship, and the impartation of
wisdom from administrators to
students and vice versa.
We can take healthy pride in that
this is, all around, a loving school.
But regular dialog is crucial to
communicating care.
In summation, we ask that the
administration be more accessible to strengthen the value of
our community. Simultaneously
we ask, because gossip and anger
burn quicker and more fiercely in
this environment, that students be
appropriate and Christ-like in how
we keep each other accountable.

In 1958 a group of Cambridge students put the following five decades to
shame with a prank so brilliant and original, the dean sent them a case of
champagne.
Under the cover of darkness the boys, later known as the Austin Seven,
hoisted a car to the top of the seventy-foot Senate House roof. An ingenious pulley system conceived by the merry pranksters accomplished
what is pictured above.

To all my single ladies
By Emily Rhude
Columnist
In the wake of my realization this
past Valentine’s Day that, at 21, I have
yet to find my life partner and will end
up alone in a dilapidated shack with 19
stray cats, I decided to cheer myself up
with a pound of M&M’s and a girls only
viewing of the latest book-turned-film,
“He’s Just Not That Into You.”
After the two hour reinforcement of
gender stereotypes, like women being
psycho-stalker phone checkers, and
promiscuous commitaphobe men who
only have eyes for Scarlett Johansson,
I dragged myself out of the theater,
fighting the urge to curse the creators
of the movie for upping the number of
my future cats to 23.
After my fist shaking subsided, I
found myself left with the question,
“What if I’m just not that into you?”
Contrary to pervasive stereotypes,
most of us are not at Taylor perfecting
our pie baking skills and picking our

favorite Biblical names for our future
11 children. Nor are we avoiding showers in the chance we’ll miss that pending phone call from the person who
waited a few extra seconds to hold the
door open for us before stating, “chivalry is not dead” (which recently happened to me).

“Our ultimate goal

supposedly revolves
around the idea that
we cannot be complete without another
person.”
We’re avoiding showers because it’s
a hip thing to do, and caving in would
force one to remove their bandana.
However, according to the rules of
the game, if that pending phone call
doesn’t come within three business
days, women are apparently supposed
to face the fact that we are only wanted
by Ben and Jerry and should not, under any circumstance, call Mr. Chivalry ourselves since the redial button
is as addictive as crack.
Relax, as I’m told, Mr. Chivalry instead prefers fanaticizing about yoga

instructors, breaks into hives at the
mention of the word “commitment,”
and is, in fact, rarely into any of us.
Yet insanity is a risk both genders
must take, as most of us have five to
eight more years until the average age
of marriage hits. Time’s a wastin’.
Though these ridiculous relationship
guidelines spawned by a famous “Sex
and the City” episode are intended to
liberate us from the constant complexity of romantic dynamics, they instead
perpetuate traditional roles regarding
the pursuit of relationships. We are especially pressured to focus our energy
not on personal ambitions but on pinning down “the one.”
Thanks to Jerry Maguire, our ultimate goal supposedly revolves around
the idea we cannot be complete without
another person. In reality, most people
desire to settle down with a life partner
at some point, but not all women are
hot to do so, choosing instead to establish a life on their own.
Furthermore, men aren’t always
running in the opposite direction, unless you’re one of my ex-boyfriends. I
encourage you, then, to focus on what
you want for yourself, and make the
choice to commit to another if and
when you’re ready. Rules were made
to be broken.

Worthy of remembrance

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
More than likely, the stories your dad
tells you are more interesting than the
stories you are going to tell your kids.
Your 48-hour PWNing-n00bs-athon LAN party or your trip to Africa
resulting in a Facebook album of adorably tragic children will cower in the
shadows of your dad’s tales of death
races in dried up levees or brawls with
old-timey bullies.
In fairness to us, times have changed.
A well-engineered public education
will maim your adventurous spirit
and replace it with caution and political correctness. This is why I made it
to college on the belief that kids with
peanut allergies would spontaneously
combust if I even thought about bringing homemade cookies to class.
It feels like some of that primary education mentality has graduated with
us. I think this campus’ recreational
behavior indicates we’re all sort of
scared of having fun. We have molds
for what seems like fun, and we employ them regularly believing they are
fun.

For instance, most wings/floors have
some permutation of a tradition involving wacky clothes, body paint, inordinate Woo!-ing, etc. Fun, it seems,
is the art of being as loud and silly and
mock-drunk as possible.
I suppose geography plays an important role, too. I’m sure campus forefathers shared a deep, hearty sigh when
walking to a gas station became “a
thing to do.”
But can we blame ourselves? After
all, setting off a smoke bomb, jumping
in Taylor Lake, or strolling the steam
tunnels are all subject to the Big Boot.
We’re scared of consequence; we’re
not sure what’s right or wrong.
Swarthmore professor of social theory, Barry Schwartz, tells a story of a dad
who takes his boy to a Detroit Tigers
game. Being sort of a fuddy-duddy old
guy, he doesn’t realize what a Mike’s
Hard Lemonade is when he gives it to
his son. In short, the police are called,
the dad is arrested, the boy’s temporarily put into foster care, and it’s not
until three weeks later that the dad
gets to see his son again.
It’s situations like these, when policy
trumps reason, that the aches of legalism really get severe. Schwartz points
out that it’s insurance against what’s
perceived as disastrous, and yes, disaster is avoided, but stupidity is simultaneously assured.
At Taylor I believe we take insurance
against risk, and, yes, risk is avoided,
but boringness is assured. And there’s
nothing inspirational about boring-

ness.
An ironic example is this newspaper,
where just this week I was refused the
right to print a cartoon of a caged supermodel that satirized Capture Beauty Week. Would you have been that offended, ladies?
My personal, unendorsed opinion is
that this campus needs to take a risk
and pull a prank. A big one. Nothing
malicious or harmful, but something
ingenious that truly flexes our creative
brawn.
There also needs to be a resurgence
of imagination to wrest us from this

“...we take insurance against risk,
and yes, risk is
avoided, but boringness is assured.”
spin cycle of “Office”/“Anchorman” humor. Dwight Schrute knows lots about
bears. Got it. San Diego is French for
something zany. Check.
Your kids deserve stories that are
more than shouting and cheap soda.
And even if you don’t plan on having
kids, it’s still important, maybe even
divinely mandated, to have fun. The
community is dpending upon you.
After all, Christians are allowed to
have good times, right? Yes? No?
Yes.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no
longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Trojans split two in tournament preparation
Taylor routes
Goshen, comes
up short at Bethel
By Jake Bragg
Contributor

Timmy Huynh

Senior Paige Rudolph takes a shot during Saturday’s game against Bethel. Rudolph had 12
points in the conference win.

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
PAULPASSIALES

Hometown: Wheaton, IL
Current Residence: Brown House
Year: Senior
Major: Finance
Favorite movie: “Troy”
Favorite sports team: Chicago White Sox
Greatest athletic achievement: Taylor Baseball Team
Fantasy League Champion ’06 and ’08
You play both football & baseball for Taylor. If you
had to choose one, which would you choose?
Neither, I really don’t like sports.
Favorite food: All Greek food
Favorite treat at Ivanhoes: The Trojan Two
Pacino or De Niro? Neither. Bill O’Reilly.
Do you think less of A-Rod now? No, because then I
would think less of myself as well.
What is your perfect pizza? Mushroom all over; half
pepperoni, half sausage.
Favorite quote/scripture: “The Lord your God is with
you, he is mighty to save. He will take great delight in
you, he will quiet you with his love, he will rejoice over
you with singing.” Zephaniah 3:17

STATS

Taylor Baseball at Union College (KY)
Game 1

ab
5
3
5
2
0
5
4
5
5
4
0
0
38

r
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
8

h
3
2
3
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
11

rbi bb so
1
0 1
0
0 0
2
0 0
1
3 0
0
0 0
1
0 3
1
0
2
0
0 3
0
0 1
0
0 0
0
0 0
0
0
0
6 3 10

po
1
3
0
0
0
2
2
9
4
3
0
0
24

Baseball (0-2)

L, 8-9; L, 2-3
at Union College (#7)
Upcoming games:
Bryan Tournament
(Dayton, Tenn.)
10 a.m. Fri vs Urbana
7 p.m. Fri vs Bryan
1 p.m. Sat vs Southeastern
TBA Sat vs TBA

Basketball

(Men 11-18, 3-12)
W, 69-57 at Goshen*
L, 55-63 vs Bethel* (#3)
Upcoming games:
3 p.m. Sat at IWU* (#6)
7 p.m. Wed MCC 1st Round

(Women, #18, 19-9, 10-5)
W, 72-47 vs Goshen*
L, 68-78 at Bethel * (#13)
Upcoming games:
Senior Day
1 p.m. Sat vs IWU* (#21)
TBA Tues MCC 1st Round

Track
IWU Invitational
Men 5th of 16
Women 7th of 13

Upcoming events:
1o a.m. Sat
NCCAA Indoor
Championships
(Cedarville)

* denotes MCC match
(home games indicated in bold)

Trojans lose momentum, fall to Bethel
By Andrew Morgan
Contributor

Timmy Huynh

Player
Passiales (c)
Maple (ss)
Kraynak (3b)
Kinzer (p/dh)
Lee (pr)
Emery (lf)
Hillery (rf)
Otis (1b)
Wilde (cf)
Nassar (2b)
Howell (p)
Stertzer (p)
Totals

After a dominating win against
Goshen College, the No. 18
(NAIA Division II) Lady Trojans came up just short in a
tough game at Bethel College on
Wednesday night.
Their quest began successfully on Saturday as the Trojans (19-9, 10-5 MCC) hosted a
“Pink Out” to raise awareness
for breast cancer victims in the
Grant County area. Taylor pressured the Goshen Maple Leafs
(6-22, 1-13) into 20 turnovers en
route to a 72-47 victory. In addition to the turnovers, Taylor also
held Goshen to just 29 percent
ﬁeld goal shooting.
“We played strong team defense,” senior Nikki Kassebaum
said. “We did a good job of forcing them into taking bad shots or
making tough passes.”
With Kassebaum leading the
way offensively with ﬁve 3-pointers and 17 points, the Trojans
methodically dismantled Goshen’s zone, shooting 58 percent
in the ﬁrst half and jumping out
to a 22-point halftime lead of 4624.
“I think we were able to keep
focused because we know that
right now every game counts so
much,” senior Paige Rudolph
said. Rudolph chipped in with
12 points and sophomore Allison
Reece added 10 points and seven
rebounds.
Taylor then headed north to

face the No. 13 Bethel Pilots (207, 12-3) for the regular season
MCC title game.
Much like the match against
Goshen, the Trojans jumped
out to an early eight-point lead.
However, mental mistakes began to pile up as turnovers and
defensive lapses resulted in a
nine-point halftime deﬁcit. The
Trojans were able to cut the lead
in the second half but ultimately
fell to the Pilots 78-68.
“I felt the biggest reasons we
lost was our inability to execute
any type of defense consistently,” head coach Tena Krause
said. “We gave them too many
easy 3-point opportunities.”
The Pilots only shot 9 of 26
(35 percent) for the game but hit
eight of those 3-pointers in the
crucial ﬁrst half.
Kassebaum had 20 points in
the losing effort. Rudolph added
17 points and 12 rebounds, moving into eighth place on the Taylor all-time scoring list. Junior
Bethany Ballard also added 16
points and nine rebounds.
Taylor will host No. 21 Indiana
Wesleyan at 1 p.m. on Saturday
to battle for the third seed in the
MCC. Those who attend both the
men’s and women’s basketball
games against IWU tomorrow
will have a chance to win free ice
cream from Payne’s Coffee. The
Trojans are looking forward to
seeing a large student crowd for
the key Senior Day match-up.
“IWU games are always tough,”
Kassebaum said, “but I feel we
are playing some of our best basketball of the year.”

a lob
2 0
3 0
1
0
2 2
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 2
0 1
3 0
0 0
0 0
11 9

Men’s basketball fell to the
No. 3 (NAIA Division II) Bethel
College Pilots (26-3, 12-3 MCC)
Tuesday night after maintaining the lead for the majority of
the game
The Trojans (11-18, 3-12) entered the game with vigor as
they fought for the lead early in
the ﬁrst half, playing smart on
both ends of the court. Senior
Alex Daniel was on ﬁre, dropping eight shots to contribute
14 early points, and senior Jake
Bream put in an additional four
buckets for nine points in the
half.
Pilots senior William Walker was the biggest offensive
threat to Taylor, scoring 15 in
the half and keeping Bethel in
the game. When the half time
buzzer sounded, the Trojans
led by six and the Pilots entered
the locker room surprised and
frustrated.
“It was an effort issue,” Bethel
head coach Mike Lightfoot said.
“We were not very assertive offensively.”
The Pilots returned to the
court ready to play. Taylor was
able to maintain the lead until
Bethel junior Ryne Lightfoot
dropped two foul shots and
gave the Pilots a 42-41 lead with
10:56 remaining.
Bethel took advantage of the
Trojans’ excessive turnovers
late in the game, yet Taylor
kept the score in reach, battling
against a diminishing clock and
an efﬁcient Pilots offense. Lightfoot led the way for the Pilots,
scoring 12 in the second half, as
the Trojans valiantly fought to
regain the momentum.
With only 2:30 remaining on

Timmy Huynh

Senior Jake Bream prepares to be introduced at Tuesday’s game, Bream’s last regular season game in Odle Arena.
the clock, senior Daniel Cox
dropped a 3-pointer, reducing the Pilots’ lead to four, but
that was as close as the Trojans
would get. The Pilots drew two
shooting fouls in the paint and
made four consecutive free
throws for the ﬁnal score (5563).
“Our team really played
hard,” Taylor head coach Paul

Patterson said. “It was a very
disappointing game.”
Despite the loss, Coach Patterson remains very optimistic
about the younger players on
the team.
“Our young guys keep improving, and Jake Sittler and
Chris Robinson have gotten a
lot better.”
Freshmen guard Kyle Han-

away and center Jake Burkholder chipped in six points
each.
The Trojans play their last
regular season game at 3 p.m.
tomorrow at No. 6 Indiana
Wesleyan. Those who attend
both the men’s and women’s
basketball games tomorrow will
have a chance to win free ice
cream from Payne’s Coffee.

Ohman. Their time of 7 minutes,
59.49 seconds put them in contention for a place at Nationals.
“The main thing I tried to focus on is ﬁnishing well for the
other three guys,” Kirsch, the last
man to run, said. “Tencher put
us right in the race, Ohman ran
a personal best, and Isaac set me
up perfectly on the pack, so I just
focused on doing my part and
racing well.”
Both junior Michael Pabody
(3,000 meters) and Bryan (mile)
placed second in their races. Juniors Brad Wetherell and Dave
Voss, and sophomores Kyle

Cassidy and Bryan Allingham
grabbed the silver in the 4x400meter relay.
For the women, junior Andrea Elsman pole vaulted for a
clearance of 10 feet, 4 inches to
win her event. She also placed
third in the triple jump with 33
feet, 6-3/4 inches. The freshman 4x200 relay team ran a
solid second place performance.
Freshmen Meghan Young, Amy
Malinowski and Kirstin Hegelein
as well as junior Alyssa Johnson
raced in the 4x400-meter relay
for a ﬁfth place ﬁnish.
“This year we have gained sev-

eral new freshmen, and it has
been really exciting to see how
well they are already doing,” Elsman said. “The ﬁrst few meets
have been great.”
Head coach Ted Bowers also
expressed pride in the team performance.
“Our men’s 4x800-meter relay
had an outstanding race, hitting
the provisional qualifying time
for NAIA Nationals,” he said. “On
the women’s side, I felt that our
young sprinters had a great day.”
Both teams will compete 11 a.m.
Saturday at the NCCAA Indoor
Championships at Cedarville.

Track teams remain solid at IWU
By Julia Berger
Contributor
The men’s and women’s track
teams learned that accomplishment doesn’t always mean winning ﬁrst place when they competed in Indiana Wesleyan’s
Wildcat Invitational on Saturday.
After solid performances from
both teams, the men placed ﬁfth
out of 16 teams while the women
placed seventh out of 13.
For the men, the big event of
the day was in the 4x800-meter
relay, featuring sophomores
Brian Tencher, Isaac Bryan and
Nate Kirsch, and freshman Josh
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